
Reviewer #2

This study presents physically interpretable regional impacts of the stratospheric wave
reflections on tropospheric circulation anomalies. The main result is that the stratospheric
reflection event exhibits a systematic tropospheric evolution from a Pacific Trough regime to
an Alaskan Ridge regime, which favors low temperatures over the North America. I find the
results interesting and have the potential to trigger other follow-up studies. The manuscript is
logically structured and carefully written.
However, additional work is required to further clarify the causal relationship between the
wave reflection and tropospheric circulation changes, the potential influence of tropospheric
internal variability, and other dynamical aspects. Thus, I will recommend major revisions.

We thank the Reviewer for the critical yet constructive outlook on our submission and
suggestions for further improvement. We have performed significant additional analysis on
the dynamical aspects of wave reflection in response to the points raised by the Reviewer.
We have copied the comments below in Italics, with our replies in Blue.

General comments:

1. My main concern is the true causal relationship between the wave reflection events and
the changes in the tropospheric circulation. You showed that the tropospheric imprints of the
stratospheric wave reflection are mostly (on averaged) associated with a regime transition
from a Pacific Trough (PT) to an Alaskan Ridge (AkR) (e.g., Figure 10). The question here is
which comes first. How often stratosphere can be considered a cause of extreme
tropospheric events and how often troposphere is considered as the cause of the extreme
tropospheric events, which also triggers the stratospheric reflection events. It remains
elusive in this paper. As shown in Fig. 10, the PT regime already exists prior to the
occurrence of the reflection event and its transition to the AkR regime may not necessarily
be related to the reflection event – it could be also triggered by other forcings in the
troposphere (e.g., remote forcing from the tropics, blocking etc.). Also, the fact that you see
reflection events here could be due to the favorable tropospheric conditions associated with
PT, but it does not mean that wave reflection is the cause of the regime transitions or
tropospheric changes. Can you address this causality issue? This should be better
described and explored.

To address this comment we have conducted both an analysis of the eddy height field, which
can provide insights into the dynamics of the reflection events, and a statistical analysis of
the North American weather regime transitions.

The eddy height field during reflection events (new Fig. 12 below, also included in the
revised manuscript) shows a tropospheric pattern associated with the PT regime, which is
linked to a westward-tilting/upward propagating wave packet over Siberia. In other words,
the analysis suggests that a pattern similar to PT is favorable for the enhanced upward
propagation from Siberia, implying that some aspect of the causal chain leading to
stratospheric reflection events indeed originates in the troposphere. We now comment on
this figure in Sect. 6.



However, we also note that PT is the most frequent regime (31.6% of DJFM days), and thus
far more common than reflection episodes – which is reminiscent of the relationship between
blocking and SSWs (blocking being far more common). This suggests a key role of the
stratosphere in guiding the waves downward, further evidenced by the structure of the wave
field showing an eastward tilting wave structure over the Canada node.

To further investigate the statistics of the PT to AkR transition, we have constructed a
weather regime transition matrix (Fig. 8 below). Largely due to the inherent persistence of
the regimes, the bulk of the transitions are from a regime to itself (lag-1 persistence, shown
along the forward-sloping diagonal in Fig. 8a), and the number of samples for each individual
transition pathway is small. For PT, the transition to AkR is the least likely (4.4%) and the
fourth least-likely of all 12 possible regime transitions, whilst PT is itself also the most
persistent (84.1%). The low number of PT–AkR transitions is consistent with Lee et al.
(2022), who show that the centroids of PT and AkR are almost equal-and-opposite in both of
the leading two EOFs, thus requiring a particularly large change to the dominant flow
patterns in order to instigate the change. This can be contrasted with the ArH–PT transition,
which is the most likely, and consistent with the centroids of ArH and PT effectively
overlapping in EOF1. The number of PT–AkR transitions in our dataset – 70 episodes – is of
the same order of magnitude as the number of reflection events (44). To further support this
link, in Fig. 8b we show for each transition pathway the percentage of those transitions
where the D0 RI is greater than 1 (i.e., the percent of transitions associated with wave
reflection). Bold indicates statistical significance at the 5% one-sided level. Only the
proportion of transitions to AkR associated with wave reflection are significantly greater than
what might occur by random sampling. While this does not indicate the direction of causality,
it does confirm a close connection between the PT–AkR transition and the reflection events.
We have included this figure and a discussion of it in Sect. 5 in the main text.



Figure 12: Evolution of the mean vertical wave structure associated with reflection events.
Black contours denote the average 40-80°N eddy geopotential height field (contours every
100m, dashed negative, zero contour thickened). Shading denotes the departure of the eddy
height field from climatology. Stippling denotes anomalies significantly different from zero, ,
assessed as described in Sect. 2 in the main text. Pink vertical lines delineate the



longitudinal range of the Siberian box (140-200°E), and green vertical lines delineate the
longitudinal range of the Canadian box (230-280°E).

Figure 8: (a) Transition matrix for the four North American weather regimes. For each initial
regime (x-axis), the numbers in each column denote the observed probability (expressed as
a percentage; columns sum to 100) of persisting in the same regime (white font) or
transitioning into a different regime. The total number of instances of each transition (N) is
also shown. (b) Proportion of each transition pathway which occurs with RI>1 on the day
prior to the transition (D0), expressed as percentages. p-values indicate the estimated
probability of obtaining a statistic greater than the observed value by chance, obtained by
randomly re-sampling all DJFM days 10,000 times (without replacement) using the observed
sample sizes for each transition pathway. Where this is less than 0.05 (i.e., one-sided 5%
significance), the observed statistic is shown in bold white font.

To conclude, we agree that attributing causality between tropospheric reflection events and
tropospheric circulation regimes is complex, especially because of the association between
tropospheric precursors and stratospheric events. This is a difficulty that is not specific to
wave reflection, and indeed also holds true for SSWs – and more broadly for
stratosphere-troposphere interactions. We nonetheless believe the new eddy height field
and weather regime transition analyses provide some further clues on this issue in the
context of our work. Finally, we believe there is some value in our results beyond a full
causality analysis, as we clearly demonstrate that reflection events as defined by our index
on average precede North American cold spells, indicating their predictive potential for such
high-impact extreme events.

2. Please keep in mind that the amplitude of the upward propagating waves reflected back
into the troposphere decreases with altitude due to the density effect (exp -z/H). Therefore,
the wave energy is reduced when it reaches the surface (i.e., damping effect). The question
now is how much the energy transferred by the downward planetary wave reflection can
explain changes in tropospheric circulation? This could clarify whether the wave reflection
event is the cause of the temperature/circulation changes in the troposphere. Another



possibility is that the impact of the wave reflection on tropospheric circulation is indirect and
requires interaction with synoptic transient eddy forcing via direct effects on baroclinicity and
baroclinic eddies (Lubis et al., 2016, 2018; Smy and Scott 2008; Thompson and Birner
2012). Lubis et al., (2016) and Lubis et al., (2018) found the importance of 2 synoptic-scale
eddy-mean flow interaction in shaping the tropospheric response to downward wave
reflection event.

• Lubis, S. W., Matthes, K., Omrani, N.-E., Harnik, N. & Wahl, S. Influence of the quasi-
biennial oscillation and sea surface temperature variability on downward wave coupling in
the northern hemisphere. J. Atmos. Sci., 73, 1943–1965 (2016).
• Lubis, S. W., Matthes, K., Harnik, N., Omrani, N., and Wahl, S. Downward Wave Coupling
between the Stratosphere and Troposphere under Future Anthropogenic Climate Change.
Journal of Climate 31, 10, 4135-4155 (2018).
• Smy, L., & Scott, R. The influence of stratospheric potential vorticity on baroclinic instability.
Quart. J. Roy. Meteor. Soc., 135, 1637–1683 (2009).
• Thompson, D. W. J. & Birner, T. On the linkages between the tropospheric isentropic slope
and eddy fluxes of heat during Northern Hemisphere winter, J. Atmos. Sci., 69, 1811-1823
(2012).

The notion of stratospheric wave reflection and the fact that it can have impacts on the
troposphere is relatively well-established in the literature, although the details of the
dynamical processes involved are not yet fully understood, as also pointed out by the
Reviewer in one of their comments below. In this study, we do not seek to provide a
dynamical analysis of the wave reflection process, which as the Reviewer notes, has
attracted considerable attention in the past literature, and indeed the energetics of the wave
reflection is not an aspect we consider anywhere in our analysis. The Reviewer’s
suggestion, while interesting, does not reference any specific aspect of our submission and
would likely require one or more entirely new studies. We nonetheless agree that it is worth
discussing in our text the possible existence of a direct or indirect pathway for the impact of
wave reflection on tropospheric processes. We have added some considerations to this
effect in Sect. 6 of the main text.

3. It is well established that negative vertical wind shear results in a reflective layer, with a
refractive index n2 = 0 (Harnik and Lindzen, 2001). However, in some cases this condition
may also involve a reversal of the zonal-mean zonal wind, with a refractive index n2 = ∞, and
a wave absorption (e.g., Kodera et al., 2016). Thus, the downward pointing wave activity
vectors (v’T’ <0) in the presence of critical layers does not necessarily mean a linear
reflection, if conditions are not linear (Plumb, 2010). For example, the reflective SSW events
can be viewed as a mixture between reflective SSW and linear reflection events (e.g.,
Kodera et al., 2016). The reflective SSW events may involve over-reflection rather than
linear reflection because a critical surface formed is embedded by two opposite signs of PV
gradient, thus they should be studied separately (Harnik and Heifetz, 2007). My questions
are:
• Did you separate the reflective events from the SSW events?
• From the total 44 events, how many reflection events are preceded or followed by the SSW
events?



• If you exclude these events, will you have the same temperature responses to a reflection
event?
• Especially in Fig. 6(f), the cold anomalies extend further south and are reminiscent of the
impact of SSW events. Just make sure that this response does not mix with the SSW
events. Please clarify.

Harnik N. and E. Heifetz, 2007. Relating Over-Reflection and Wave Geometry to the Counter
Propagating Rossby Wave Perspective: Toward a Deeper Mechanistic Understanding of
Shear Instability. J. Atmos. Sci.64 2238-61.

The point about the need to take into account the possible presence of SSWs leading to
different reflection dynamics is well made. While the U2-10 reflection index from Perlwitz &
Harnik indeed shows negative values during SSWs, that is, indicating negative vertical wind
shear (making it not fully suitable to differentiate between reflection events and SSWs), this
is usually not the case for our regional reflection index RI, as also discussed in more detail in
MK20.

To show this, we have now verified the relationship betweenf our reflective events and
SSWs, using the Sudden Stratospheric Warming Compendium data set
(https://csl.noaa.gov/groups/csl8/sswcompendium/majorevents.html) and the Jan 2021 SSW
described in Lee (2021). The total number of SSWs included in these sources is 27.
Considering the full duration of the reflective events, an SSW occurs during 9 of our 44
events. In only 3 events does an SSW occur within the 15 days following the reflection event
onset, which is the period we focus on in our analysis, and so SSWs do not dilute our
results. Indeed, the onset of reflection events typically corresponds to a strengthened
stratospheric polar vortex (see Figs. A3 and R1 in the replies to Reviewer #1). This
information has been included in Table A1. 5 of the 9 events during which an SSW occurs
are not “cold” reflective events. In other words, they are part of the minority of reflective
events not associated with a strong surface cooling over the North American continent. This
is consistent with the fact that SSWs are not typically associated with severe cold weather
over central North America on synoptic to super-synoptic timescales (relative to the onset of
the ‘events’ considered here).

To further demonstrate that our reflection events do not occur following U10-60<0 conditions,
which would have made it difficult to discern whether they were reflection events or SSWs,
we show in Fig. R8 below the U10-60N evolution for reflective events and find only three
major SSWs in the period we primarily analyse for our reflection events (i.e. lags out to 15
days). These are the reflection events of 10 Jan 1987 (SSW on 23 Jan 1987), 27 Dec 2003
(SSW on 5 Jan 2004) and 24 Dec 2012 (SSW on 7 Jan 2013). We see this as further
evidence that our results are largely unaffected by major SSWs, which are related to wave
absorption rather than wave reflection. We also observe in Fig. R8b that the U10 covers a
large spread of anomalies, confirming that wave reflection is a form of stratospheric
variability largely distinct from the vortex strength/NAM variability.

https://csl.noaa.gov/groups/csl8/sswcompendium/majorevents.html


Fig. R8: U10-60N evolution for reflective events (a) and corresponding anomalies (b) at
several lags relative to reflection event onset (day 0). The thick red line shows the mean
across all events, and shading shows a 95% confidence interval on the mean.

We have further repeated our temperature composites from Fig. 6f excluding the 9 reflection
events associated with SSWs (Fig. R9 below). We find that, as expected from the above
discussion, the cold temperature anomaly footprint is somewhat enhanced, especially at
longer lags. The negative anomalies in panel (f) in the southern part of our analysis domain



are still present. Indeed, SSW-like stratospheric configurations typically correspond to only
modest negative temperature anomalies there (e.g. see Fig. 4b in Kretschmer et al., 2018)

We have added the figure showing the 10 hPa geopotential height anomalies associated
with the reflection events to the study as the new Fig. A3. We have further added some
discussion of the correspondence or lack thereof between our reflective events and SSW to
the text in Sect. 6, including a summary of the important dynamical aspects that the
Reviewer has raised in their comment.

Fig. R9: Same as Fig. 6 in the main paper, but excluding from the composite the 9 reflection
events matching SSW as indicated in Table A1.

Baldwin, M. P., Stephenson, D. B., Thompson, D. W., Dunkerton, T. J., Charlton, A. J., &
O'Neill, A. (2003). Stratospheric memory and skill of extended-range weather forecasts.
Science, 301(5633), 636-640.

Kretschmer, M., Cohen, J., Matthias, V., Runge, J., & Coumou, D. (2018). The different
stratospheric influence on cold-extremes in Eurasia and North America. npj Climate and
Atmospheric Science, 1(1), 1-10.

Lee, S.H. (2021), The January 2021 sudden stratospheric warming. Weather, 76: 135-136.
https://doi.org/10.1002/wea.3966

4. Given the fact that the downward stratospheric wave reflection has a significant impact on
the cold spell events, it is important to understand the role of natural and anthropogenic
forcings in controlling the variability of such events. Previous studies showed that the natural
and anthropogenic forcing (including ENSO, QBO, GHG and ODSs) can significantly
influence large-scale circulation that favors downward wave reflection events and the

https://doi.org/10.1002/wea.3966
https://doi.org/10.1002/wea.3966


associated surface impacts (e.g., Lubis et al., 2016; Lubis et al., 2018). This should be
discussed in the introduction or in the discussion part.

We agree that on longer timescales than those associated with meteorological predictability,
controls by large-scale modes of variability and anthropogenic forcing may be highly
relevant. Specifically, one can hypothesise that the modulation of reflection events by such
forcings could provide a significant control on North American cold spell frequency. We have
now added a paragraph discussing this point in Sect. 6. We have additionally investigated
the statistical link between the QBO phase and the occurrence of stratospheric wave
reflection events, as described in detail in our reply to the comment on l. 50, and find a clear
association between reflection events and QBOw. We also briefly discuss this in Sect. 6.

5. The use of v’T’ anomaly, instead of total field, as a measure of vertical wave propagation
should be used with caution. Especially in Fig. 1a, the region over the North America (inside
the polygon) is not only dominated by the climatological mean of negative eddy heat flux.
This means a negative RI value does not always indicate downward wave propagation, but a
weakening of upward wave propagation. Could you check if the results are robust if you use
the total field v’T’? Also check the sensitivity of the results with respect to the size of the
regional boxes.

We agree that interpreting v’T’ anomalies is difficult without knowing the climatology. In
Figure 1d and the accompanying discussion in Sect. 3, we show (as in the original text) the
full v’T’ field (not its anomaly), which confirms that the RI>1 days represent both enhanced
upward and increased downward wave propagation. Figure R10 below shows the average
total meridional heat flux v’T’ during reflection events (similar to Figure 1b in the manuscript
but with total fields instead of anomalies). There is only a very small area in the south-west
corner of the Canadian box with slightly positive values. Thus, during reflection events the
flux in the Canadian sector is negative and even stronger than on average. The domains
used to compute the RI (which are slightly adapted compared to MK20) were chosen after
performing several sensitivity tests. A more detailed answer on the domain sensitivity can be
found below (comment to L 111).



Fig. R10 Average total meridional heat flux during reflection events.

6. What are the dynamical explanations behind the too persistent (prolonged periods) of
wave reflection events (Fig. 3)? What causes the negative wind curvature (shear) to persist
for such a longer period? Also, the formation of reflective layers does not guarantee that you
will always have a reflection event. Without a narrow meridional wave guide channeling the
upward wave flux to the reflecting surface, the upward wave propagation most likely
disperses in the meridional direction. To answer this question, you most likely need to
analyze the wave geometry (m2 and l2 ) of those 44 reflection events (see in Perlwitz and
Harnik 2003, Shaw et al., 2010, and Lubis et al., 2016).

The Reviewer raises two distinct points here, one on the dynamical aspects of wave
reflection, and one on the duration of the reflection events we identify.

Concerning the dynamical aspects of wave reflection, this requires both a reflective layer
and a meridional waveguide. The existence of a reflective layer is shown in Figure 2 in the
paper. The new Figure A4 (copied below) shows the meridional profiles of the zonal wind at
30 hPa averaged over the Canadian sector. The red line represents the climatology, the blue
line the average of the non-reflective days (RI<1) and the green line the average of the
reflective days (RI>1). Similar to findings from MK20, there is an increased curvature in polar
latitudes and mid latitudes, supportive of the existence of a meridional waveguide during
reflection events. This shows that our index identifies events consistent with the dynamics
expected of wave reflection. While a detailed wave geometry analysis is especially useful for
case studies, our simple index is thus suitable for event detection in a climatological



perspective. This and related issues are also discussed in more detail in MK20 in Sect. 3b (i)
and (ii), where the authors present challenges in diagnosing wave reflection events and an
analysis in support of their choice of reflection index. We have now added Figure A4 below
to the Appendix of our study, and comment on it and on the importance of a waveguide in
Sect. 3.

Fig. A4: Meridional profiles of the zonal wind averaged between 230°-280°E (Canadian
sector) at 30 hPa.

Regarding the very persistent events, we have identified the reflection events with a duration
in excess of 40 days and provide a brief context for these below:

● 12-Dec-1993 (46 days) – there were several vortex vacillations in this period, with a
‘minor warming’ or ‘sudden deceleration’ during late December 1993/January 1994.

● 04-Jan-1995 (41 days) – there was a minor warming in this period when the vortex in
the mid-upper stratosphere rapidly decelerated, which may have induced a reflective
surface.

● 20-Jan-1996 (47 days) – there was an exceptionally strong and persistent vortex,
particularly in the lower-stratosphere, through February.

● 09-Jan-2008 (51 days) – a major SSW occurred in February after an initially very
strong vortex at reflection onset.

● 02-Jan-2016 (65 days, longest event in our data) – a very strong vortex had
established in the lower stratosphere but there were several upper stratospheric
minor warmings.

● 14-Dec-2020 (46 days) – A major SSW occurred on 5 January 2021.

While individually very different, these events were thus all associated with notable
stratospheric anomalies, potentially related to the generation of very persistent reflection
events. Just as for SSWs, there can be notable differences between individual reflection
events, and a nuanced understanding of this variability calls for multiple case studies
(including more detailed wave geometry diagnostics as noted above). We believe that this



does not detract from the value of presenting summary statistics, as our own study does,
and as indeed has been often done for SSWs.

Minor comments:

Title: I would suggest slightly modifying the title as “Stratospheric downward wave reflection
events...... “. The reflection can be either in the vertical or horizontal  direction.

We have changed this as suggested.

L24-26: Planetary wave patterns are also large-scale meteorological patterns. Please modify
this.

We would argue that the two are partly overlapping, but not synonymous. For example, the
Harnik et al. (2016) circumglobal wave pattern would likely not fit the definition of large-scale
meteorological pattern given by Loikith et al. (2017): “LSMPs are synoptic-scale patterns
defined in terms of key meteorological variables”. While we appreciate that other authors
may use the terms “planetary wave patterns” and “large-scale meteorological patterns”
differently or interchangeably, we therefore see a benefit in introducing these two
terminologies separately.

Loikith, P. C., Lintner, B. R., & Sweeney, A. (2017). Characterizing Large-Scale
Meteorological Patterns and Associated Temperature and Precipitation Extremes over the
Northwestern United States Using Self-Organizing Maps, Journal of Climate, 30(8),
2829-2847.

L50: It would help the readers to understand what factors controlling the downward wave
reflection events. See general comment #4.

We understand that the Reviewer is wondering whether there may be some large-scale
controls modulating the occurrence of the wave reflection events, analogous to the link
between the QBO phase and SSWs (McIntyre, 1982). As stated in the reply to general
comment #4, we now discuss this point in Sect. 6.

We have additionally tested the link between reflection events and QBO phase, using the
monthly mean zonal wind values derived from daily Singapore radiosondes and provided by
NASA/GSFC, and defining QBOe and QBOw following Lu et al. (2018). Only 11 of our 44
reflection events onset during a QBOe month, while 30 onset during a QBOw month.
Similarly, 11 of our 44 reflection events peak during a QBOe month, while 31 peak during a
QBOw month. The remaining 3 or 2 events occur during neutral QBO months. There is thus
a clear preference for stratospheric reflection events to occur during QBOw, consistent with
the strengthened polar vortex observed in association with reflection events (see Figs. A3
and R1 in the replies to Reviewer #1) and the findings from Kretschmer et al. (2018). We



note, however, that while SSWs show clear decadal fluctuations in both occurrence and their
link to the QBO (e.g. Lu et al., 2008), the timeseries of reflective event occurrence (Fig. A2b)
does not display any evident low–frequency modulation.

McIntyre, M. E. (1982), How well do we understand the dynamics of stratospheric
warmings? J. Meteorol. Soc. Jpn., 60, 37–65.

Kretschmer, M., Cohen, J., Matthias, V., Runge, J., & Coumou, D. (2018). The different
stratospheric influence on cold-extremes in Eurasia and North America. npj Climate and
Atmospheric Science, 1(1), 1-10.

Lu, H., M. P. Baldwin, L. J. Gray, and M. J. Jarvis, 2008: Decadal-scale changes in the effect
of the QBO on the northern stratospheric polar vortex. J. Geophys. Res., 113, D10114,
doi:10.1029/2007JD009647.

L52: “One potential reason is the difficulty in diagnosing reflection events (see the discussion
in Matthias and Kretschmer, 2020).” I don’t think this is the main reason. I think the main
reason is the underlying dynamics that are still unclear, especially from the perspective of
eddy-mean flow interaction (e.g., baroclinic eddy feedback in the presence of the downward
reflection) and energy transfer (e.g., Harnik 2009, Lubis et al., 2017).

We agree that the lack of a full understanding of the dynamical processes underlying wave
reflection complicates the analysis of wave reflection events (see also our answer to
comment #1). We have added this perspective to the main text including the references
suggested by the Reviewer.

L55-59: “Matthias and Kretschmer (2020) introduced a simple index to identify wave
reflection events based on anomalous lower-stratospheric poleward eddy-heat flux over
Siberia and Canada”. Matthias and Kretschmer (2020) in fact used the same measure of
downward WAF as originally used by Kodera’s back in 2008 (see Figure 2a in Kodera et al.,
(2008), with the same level (i.e., 100 hPa) and the same regional locations associated with
the upward and downward WAF). It would be nice to acknowledge the work of Kodera et al.,
(2008) too here.
Kodera, K., Mukougawa, H., and Itoh, S. (2008), Tropospheric impact of reflected planetary
waves from the stratosphere, Geophys. Res. Lett., 35, L16806, doi:10.1029/2008GL034575.

We agree that it is important to acknowledge the work of Kodera and colleagues in this
passage, which we now do. Nevertheless, we believe that there are relevant differences
between the work by Matthias and Kretschmer (2020) and that by Kodera et al. (2008).
Indeed, Kodera et al. do not use the simple Siberian and Canadian box approach for
identifying reflection events, which was the main innovation in the study by Matthias and
Kretschmer (2020).



L74: Why October and November are excluded from the analysis? It would be great to argue
this from dynamical perspective of downward reflection events (see the seasonality of DWC
in Shaw et al., 2010, Lubis et al., 2017 etc).

One of the aims of this study is to link stratospheric processes, and specifically wave
reflection, to tropospheric circulation and surface impacts. One approach would naturally be
to conduct the analysis over the full year. However, this presents obvious difficulties due to
both a clear seasonality in stratospheric processes (e.g. all satellite-era SSWs have
occurred in DJFM, and vortex variability peaks during mid-winter) and a clear seasonality in
tropospheric circulation regimes and surface impacts. We have ultimately settled on the
choice of DJFM because this is a season conventionally used to define tropospheric weather
regimes (see e.g. Casola and Wallace, 2007; Ouzeau et al., 2011; Lucas-Picher et al., 2016;
Lee et al., 2019), when the stratosphere-troposphere coupling and vortex variability is
largest, and surface cold extremes are most intense (e.g. Table 2c in Walsh et al., 2001).
This does not mean that ours is the only possible choice, but we believe it is well-motivated
from both a climate dynamics perspective and ease of comparison with previous literature. In
the revised manuscript we now mention the possibility of the occurrence of wave reflection
events in October and November not covered by our study in Sect. 2.

Casola, J. H., & Wallace, J. M. (2007). Identifying weather regimes in the wintertime 500-hPa
geopotential height field for the Pacific–North American sector using a limited-contour
clustering technique. Journal of applied meteorology and climatology, 46(10), 1619-1630.

Lucas-Picher, P., Cattiaux, J., Bougie, A., & Laprise, R. (2016). How does large-scale
nudging in a regional climate model contribute to improving the simulation of weather
regimes and seasonal extremes over North America?. Climate Dynamics, 46(3), 929-948.

Ouzeau, G., Cattiaux, J., Douville, H., Ribes, A., & Saint‐Martin, D. (2011). European cold
winter 2009–2010: How unusual in the instrumental record and how reproducible in the
ARPEGE‐Climat model?. Geophysical Research Letters, 38(11).

Walsh, J. E., Phillips, A. S., Portis, D. H., & Chapman, W. L. (2001). Extreme cold outbreaks
in the United States and Europe, 1948–99. Journal of climate, 14(12), 2642-2658.

L102: I would specifically mention that your work only focus on the impacts over the North
America sector.

We have added this to the text as suggested.

L111: Can you check the sensitivity with respect to the size of the regional boxes used to
define the index.

We checked the RI for different sizes of regional boxes. We tested enlarging the two boxes
by ten degrees longitude in either direction in turn, and by 10 degrees in both longitudinal
directions for both the Siberian and Canadian boxes. This leads to five additional RIs, which
differ from the original RI by 0.11 on average and 0.9 as maximum over all available years.



All RIs are further highly correlated with the original RI (corr >0.99). There are times when
the RI indices are sufficiently different as to affect the detection of reflection events, yet these
are rare. Depending on the chosen shift in domain, there are between 0 and 2 sequences of
more than 10 reflective days that are detected using the boxes of the paper but not when
using the modified boxes. The boxes used in the paper in fact tend to detect fewer prolonged
reflection periods than some of the alternative boxes tested here, and in this sense may be
seen as a conservative choice. To illustrate this, we present in Fig. R11 the results for both a
change in the Siberian domain (extension by 10 degrees to the west) with no change in the
Canadian domain and for a change in the Canadian domain (extension by 10 degrees to the
east) with no change in the Siberian domain. The blue pixels represent days which are
reflective using the boxes of the manuscript but not when using the extended boxes. The red
pixels represent days which are reflective in the extended boxes but not when using the
boxes defined in the manuscript. In the first case, there are two prolonged periods when the
RI as defined in the paper does detect reflection while the RI with the modified domain does
not. In the second case, there is one prolonged period when the RI as defined in the paper
does detect reflection while the RI with the modified domain does not, and two periods when
the converse happens.

As has been illustrated in the various sensitivity tests on surface temperature anomalies
conducted in Figs. R2–R5, R9 and R12–R15, even relatively large changes in our sample
size do not alter the qualitative footprint of the surface temperature anomalies. Given this
and the rarity of temporally persistent discrepancies in the detection of reflection events, we
conclude that moderate changes on the regional boxes used to define reflection events do
not affect our qualitative conclusions.



Fig. R11: Reflection days calculated using: (a) Sib: 130°-200°E and Can: 230°-280°E; and
(b) Sib: 140°-200°E and Can: 230°-290°E. The blue pixels represent days which are
reflective using the boxes of the manuscript but are classified as non-reflective when using
the extended boxes. The red pixels represent days which are reflective using the extended
boxes but are classified as non-reflective when using the boxes defined in the manuscript.
The y-axis shows years from 1980 to 2021 and the x-axis shows days of the year, from 1st
December of the year before the one shown on the y-axis to 30th March of the year shown
on the y-axis.

L128: “ ..while negative values indicate downward propagation.” Add the following sentence
at the end of this “(assuming the wave-activity density is positive definite)”.

We have added this to the text as suggested.



L134: It may be not true for the whole domain over North America since you are using the
anomalous eddy heat flux. See my general comment #5.

As noted in our response to comment #5, Fig. 1d does show the full v’T’ field, and thus we
believe our interpretation is correct.

L147: “Finally, following Matthias and Kretschmer (2020) we apply a persistence criterion of
10 days”. Would be the results sensitive with the choice of this threshold? Please clarify.

The persistence criterion was introduced to filter out the events showing a notable
tropospheric impact, which form the focus of the present study. While any specific choice of
persistence in days is to some degree arbitrary, 10 days was selected as a good balance
between long persistence and sample size. Also, this is the typical time-scale used to refer
to “beyond” weather events (for example, ECMWF’s high-resolution deterministic forecast is
run up to a 10-day lead time), making it a natural cut-off. It is further supported by the fact
that the dynamics of wintertime surface temperature extremes typically develop on weekly or
longer timescales (e.g. Messori et al., 2016).

Changing the persistence threshold naturally affects the number of reflective events we
detect. We have tested thresholds of 7 and 14 days, for which we obtain 60 and 30 events
respectively. Nonetheless, the qualitative results concerning the surface anomalies
associated with the reflection events are consistent with those obtained for the 10 day
threshold used in the study. While there is some modulation of the magnitude of the
temperature anomalies, with the more persistent reflection events locally leading to stronger
negative anomalies, the difference is generally small. This points to the conclusions we draw
from our analysis not being overly sensitive to the chosen 10 days persistence threshold. We
show in Figs. R12–R15 below the results corresponding to Figs. 4c, d and Fig. 5 in the main
text. We now mention this in the revised text in Sect. 3.



Fig. R12. Same as Fig. 4c, d in the main paper, but for a 7-day persistence threshold (60
Events).



Fig. R13. Same as Fig. 4c, d in the main paper, but for a 14-day persistence threshold (30
Events).

Fig. R14. Same as Fig. 5 in the main paper, but for a 7-day persistence threshold.

Fig. R15. Same as Fig. 5 in the main paper, but for a 14-day persistence threshold.

L164: “we analyze the tropospheric evolution associated with the 44 reflection events”. How
many events are related to SSW event? Please see my general comment #3.

We have now updated Table A1. 9 out of 44 reflection events correspond to a SSW, but only
three are followed by an SSW within 15 days of the reflection event onset – and none within
the first nine days when the primary response to the reflection event occurs. We now discuss



this in the main text. We refer the Reviewer to our reply to their major comment #3 for a
more detailed discussion on this point.

Figure 6. Can you explain dynamically how does the wave reflection event cause a
stretching tropospheric jet, hence a severe cold spell over North America? Can you quantify
this? I think the elongation of tropospheric jet (i.e., wavier) is of importance to the cold spell
over North America, which may provide useful insight to the forecast of cold spells over
North America.

In Fig. 6 we do not explicitly argue for a stretching of the tropospheric jet. Indeed, defining
the location of the tropospheric jet is a whole field of research in of itself (ranging from
simpler zonal-mean indices such as that of Woollings et al. (2010) to still simple yet
latitudinally varying indices (e.g. Faranda et al., 2019), to complex “jet core” indices (e.g.
Spensberger et al., 2017). Quantifying jet sinuosity is an equally wide field (e.g. Martin et al.,
2016; Cattiaux et al., 2016), and one which has elicited considerable controversy in the
community, especially in the context of mid-high latitude linkages. Systematically quantifying
the role of jet location and sinuosity on North American cold spells is thus well beyond the
current scope.

We further note that in forecasting applications, weather regimes are usually preferred to
addressing the jet’s location and sinuosity (e.g. Lee et al., 2022 and references therein, but
also the work of Ferranti et al., 2015 and Matsueda and Palmer, 2018 on flow-dependent
predictability). What has been shown is that planetary wave patterns, associated with
meanders of the jet, can provide useful statistical predictability for North American cold
spells (Harnik et al., 2016). From the point of view of how wave reflection can influence
tropospheric circulation patterns, some hints may be gleaned from the vertical wave
structure in Fig. 12, showing an eastward-tilting, downward-propagating wave structure over
the Canada node. We agree that this is an important point, and have added a summary of
the above discussion to Sect. 6 in the main text.
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L260-L265: I am afraid that your signals are mixed with the SSW events. Please do check.
See my general comment #3.

As shown in the updated table A1, only a small number of our reflection events are
associated with SSWs, none of which occur during the primary response period within the
first week to 10 days of the reflection onset. Fig R9 in our reply to major comment #3 also
suggests that the surface temperature footprint we obtain for our reflection events is not due
to concomitant SSWs.

L321-L323: Do you have any cases where a downward reflection event is not preceded by
the PT regime, but still have a strong influence on surface temperature? Or a case when you
have reflection but there is no significant impact on the surface temperature. I am wondering
whether the PT regime is a robust tropospheric precursor of the downward reflection event.

We have combined the information on the tropospheric precursors of the reflection events
with the information on the surface temperature anomalies following the reflection events. Of
our 44 events, 33 show a PT regime on at least one day in the three days prior to the event
onset. Of these 33 events, 24 are cold, 7 are warm and 2 are neutral. Of the remaining 11
events, 4 are cold, 5 are warm and 2 are neutral. Thus, (albeit with a caution on the limited
sample size) events not preceded by the PT regime, which we consider in our analysis as
the “canonical” regime associated with the onset of the reflection events, indeed show a
weaker association to cold surface temperatures as the event develops relative to reflection
events associated with the PT regime. We believe that this, coupled with the geographical
composites we show in the paper, supports the robustness of the PT regime as a
tropospheric precursor to reflection events associated with cold spells over North America.

L325: Very good point but without exploring this, it remains elusive if wave reflection events
are the main cause of the cold spells.



In reply to the Reviewer’s other comments, we have performed additional analyses to better
understand which role the reflection events play in favouring surface cold spells. These have
resulted in the addition of numerous discussion points and a clearer acknowledgment of the
role of tropospheric precursors to reflection events and of other stratospheric processes,
such as SSWs, which may confound the surface signal. The additions on these points are
mainly concentrated in Sect. 6 of the revised manuscript, and are covered in our replies to
several of the above comments. However, we would argue that even without these additions
our analysis does show a robust association between reflection events and surface cold
spells, as stated on l. 326, since robust co-occurrence can be present regardless of the
direction of causality. Again, we argue that such a statistical association can in itself be
valuable from a predictability perspective.


